
Runner Check-in: Check off athletes for their events as they come to table. Athlete will tell you 
event(s) they are in and your job is to find their name for their given event(s) and tell them 
what heat and lane they will be running in. Mark that they checked in. Some may need 
hip/chest numbers which correspond to their lane.  

Hurdle Crew Lead: Ensure student athletes and other volunteers are ready to set hurdles at 
race times. 100/110 hurdles are at beginning of meet and have 8 lanes of 10 hurdles each, girls 
at yellow marks 1 notch up (33”), boys at blue marks 3 notches up (39”). 300 hurdles are in the 
middle of the meet and have 8 lanes of 8 hurdles each at the red marks, girls all the way down 
(30”) and boys 2 notches up (36”). Must coordinate for both hurdle events! 

Relay Exchange: Volunteers at each exchange zone, ensure runners stay in their lane and pass 
baton between triangles (yellow or red, depending on relay). Hold up white flag if exchange is 
okay, yellow if not. If not, explain to official the issue that occurred.  

Long Jump: Mark where closest entry into sand occurs and measure distance from the takeoff 
board. Rake sand flat between jumps. 

High Jump: Replace bar when knocked down, raise to new height as athletes clear/miss on 
previous height (3 miss per height, 1 clearance required). 

Pole Vault: Replace bar when knocked down, raise to new height as athletes clear/miss 
previous height (3 miss or 1 clearance each height). 

Shot Put: Mark and measure distance from back side of shot put (closest to thrower) to 
throwing ring. Return shot puts to athletes. 

Discuss: Mark and measure distance from back side of discuss (closest to thrower) to throwing 
ring. Return discusses to athletes. 

Award Sorting: As events finalize, sort event medals to corresponding team folders medaling 
athletes represent. Keep track of points (based off event placements) to determine team 
rankings throughout meet. 


